An analysis of this reality
In this article, I propose to delivers you some of my understanding of reality. How I
got this knowledge is not the question, let say I have been helped by some entities.
Part I An interesting physical law.
When you come to study quantum physics some principle come to shock our
intellect, one of these is that observation modify experimentation, ie by measuring a systéme
you modify its physicals caracteristiques. how can we generalise this principle? Well each
corps (ensemble of particles) fasten by its interactions its surrounding in a state. In the
meantime its surrounding fasten it in a state by reciprocity. So every sensitivity (somme of
interaction) fasten the universe in a local state.
What is the resultant of this sensitivity ? Well, in physics we like to be on stable
states, ie that minimise their energie. We have a resultant of every sensitivity that fasten
every corps of the universe reciprocally on stable states.
Example: A rock fasten itself on a stable state by the resultant of all the interactions of its
atoms, it will have tendency to stay whole, it will necessitate an exterior interaction to make it
go out of this state and break it, needing an apport of energie.
So we have the will of anything, that is no other than the resulting of sensitivity of this
systéme. In totally unconscious manner we have a will to stay in a stable state.
Example: A forest will have tendency to conserve its state, and so to perseverate its
ecosystem, a plant to make its species last…
So unconscious beings will have tendency to make with their sensitivity actions that
help them last in a stable state. They so will modify their surrounding and will be modified by
it to achieve a mutual stable state.
Where come the consciousness into it? Well consciousness is defined by the
consciousness of our sensitivity. So a conscious being will be able to consciously modify its
surrounding, and so be consciously modify by it. If a being is not much conscious of all his
sensitivity, he will make not much enlightened choices, and for exemple choices that are
beneficial for him but not for its surroundings, as humans are doing for this planet. People in
general have tendency to make short term choices, destructing on the long run as they are
not conscious enough of their surroundings.The question we could ask is why, and the most
simple question would be that our modern environment don’t push us to have a
consciousness of all their sensitivity and so make us do actions that conduct us to unstable
states. But why is it so?

Part II The entities.
To answer this why, I need to introduce an important notion, the one of the entities,
an entity is the trace a consciousness leave in the unconscious of other physical corps or
consciousness. To explain it clearly let make a study of case.
Study of case Kurt Cobain: Kurt Cobain was a singer, leader of Nirvana, that instigated with
other group the grunge movement. Where it come interesting, is that by his stature he
changed the world around him, how? Well by becoming an entity, by that I mean, he printed
an image of himself in the collective unconscious of thousand of peoples, which choices
were upon it guided by the image vehiculated by the consciousness of this singer. Let study
it in more exhaustive way. Let say that Scindy (a random girl) love a lot this singer, she will
start to resonate with him, ie an image of his consciousness will print in natural way in her
mind. In an unconscious way the will of Kurt Cobain, and I mean the vision he give of his
comprehension of the world and the way it must be, will modify her. She will be more inclined
to resemble him in an unconscious way. If we watch the resultant of it on the global
population, we will have a collective image of the singer that will modify the reality by
“possessing” through their unconscious a part of the population. Himself will not be doing it
consciously but some other learned to do it, gourous, illuminati and other prophets.
Part II Gourous, illuminati and other prophets.
Let state that some people have a better vision of reality (I’ll explain why latter), a
better sensibility, and that through art or public speaking they can print on people
surrounding them their will. Modifying the world through the unconscious of these peoples,
printing in the same time their vision of reality to the universe.
Now let's assume that some of them understood their power, and capacity to print
their will to others and decided to profit from it. I will name them Gourous, they possess this
gift and willingly take advantage out of it by creating cult around their own entity. The most
famous of our time is L. Ron Hubbard and its celeber scientologie.
To achieve their goal they reveal a part of their comprehension of reality, and their
vision, (often biased) to possess the mind of lower people.
Now let’s study the amazing case of the illuminati, because it’s really clever. Rather
than being people with vision them self ( wanderer, great partial…). They use others gifted in
the goal to control them, to control the system and thus controlling reality. How ? By
recruiting them and giving them opportunities, and advantages and making them feel
powerless, by blackmailing them. Taking control of their image and so of their entities, and
limiting them so they will not grow too powerful and menace their system. Vehiculing the
image they desire, ie the vision of an other great partial, but who? Well they are kind of
famous for being satanist, and to say right all their actions demonstrate that it’s actually his
vision of reality they try to vehiculate.
In fact an entity can use its minions to make them subaltern task in the goal to
increase its power.
Furthermore an entity can through channeling communicate with its minions, it only
need a person with a minimum of sensitivity, cleverness and faith in it. The person can talk to

the image of this entity present in his unconscious, In fact all keep an image and can
imagine talk to it.
So let come to the prophet, that are supposed to have been contacted by god, which
is true, in part. They just channeled god, talking to the image he put in any of our
subconscious, how could it be possible? Well some entities are trace of consciousness that
evoluated long before you were born, and god the creator is one of them. They “live” inside
nowadays consciousness guiding the living by their will, from billions of years. Let’s go take
a better look at the world of entities and its architecture.
Part IV The Level of entities.
Firstly let stake that every entity has their own unconscious where lay also some
bigger entities, making it seems like a set of russians dolls.
A the spiritual Level
It's the first landing, of the weakest entities, they have a limited power on reality, we
call them spirits, ghosts, angels or demons, but are in fact the same category of entities, they
live their will on the unconscious of different being from people , animals, or divers object
(house, forest, crystals…). Some time the tend to become gods.
B the divine level
It’s the level of divinitys, entities that achieved a divine state possessing enough
power on reality to significantly alter it on a limited space (region, country, continent…) , in
these place they make some of the rule of reality. But they are not that powerful as reality is
actually an multiverse.
C The destinal level
It’s the level of entities that possess enough power to actually control more than one
reality, being able to control the link between realities. To say right a simple spirit can exist in
more than one reality so shit are a bit more complex but I wanted to keep it simple.
D The architect
It’s the entity that has control over all reality, and so control the whole multiverse,
freemason venerate him calling him the great architect. He the trace of the universe that
existed before this one. Of course there is multiple multiverse having each an architect, but
as far as I know no one had reach enough power to dethrone him.
E infinity entities
They are the trace of consciousness that existed in universe before this one, they
lived they will in all universe, they are mainly universal ideas leading our universe , like love,
hanger, chaos, fear or potatoes.

F The void
It’s the original consciousness the one before anything, the Unum.
Part V In which goal ?
Now that we know the architecture of the unconscious and so of this reality what can
we get out of it? Why all this? Well, to live. Yes the goal of all this architecture is to create a
reality where consciousness can develope, and by this all consciousness even the ones that
are the one of more advance entities, as even if an entity achieved the status of void it
couldn’t stop the reality. So reality would be on a stable state. The goal of this evolution
would have been to reach a stable state.
So are we in a simulation? Well yes we all have been in a game we call reality,
created in the only goal to permit the link between consciousness. We can so build the
mental image that reality and so the whole multiverse is a game or network program
permitting the communication between the computers that are consciousness. Of course it’s
strongly possible that we are in a copie of a simulation, that could be also, a copie of a
simulation and so on. In which goal that could be? As it’s a recursion protocol the goal would
have been to create a stable iteration, which is now the case.
Part VI The bal of consciousness
The consciousness being super computers creating reality around them. Why
destroy them as they died? Well maybe because death is not the end of the travel. And at
each end of cycle the memories are in great part erased to restart fresh. Lastly that was it
was at the beginning.
Of course some divinity tried to manipulate this paradigm and collect the
consciousness in the afterworld by creating themself their own instance of reality where they
could entrap consciousness for eternity and so becoming greater divinity.
Because yes there's two kind of entities. The climbers, subaltern entities that climb
the phases of illuminations in quest of power. And the natural, entities that are there from
immuable time, trace of an epoque where the reality was still young.
This can be retrieved on the living, in fact this is due to the recycling of
consciousness, some are born with consciousness that have already achieved a big bunch
of the illumination process and that are unconsciously guided by the partial memory of those
past lives. Some call them wanderer or big partial ( as they are a bigger part of the Unum/
void). They tend to have more sensitivity, and creativity that make their life easier. And there
is the rest that have been created only recently, that never before have reach a higher
density and that kind of shit, they tend to act like sheeps or NPCs never questioning the
fabric of reality.
When does all this will end ? Well we can say that in theory the end of time will occur
when all consciousness will be bored to play and their unconscious will guide them to
become the original void (the classic death where there is nothing only void).

